Abstract: In recent years, crowdsourcing technology has been heavily researched by academics and at the same already been applied to real-life projects by practitioners, promising to connect large agile crowds of workers for quickly solving even complex tasks with high-quality. Some impressive use cases show that crowdsourcing has indeed the power to shake up established workflows in companies, helping them to stay competitive and innovative. However, the rising popularity of crowdsourcing will also have a societal effect on the worker population by changing the rules imposed by traditional employment models. In this paper, we explore different types of crowdsourcing techniques and discuss their individual capabilities, but also their (current) limitations. In addition, we provide an overview of open research challenges not only for ICT research, but also for legal, social, and economic research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advances in digital technologies, (big) data science & analytics, and the advent of the knowledge society have brought severe changes to business processes in today’s economy, especially in highly developed market places like the European Economic Area. This is especially true for the basic question of what and where people work. On one hand, there is a clear transition from the traditional production of goods or value-adding processing of raw materials towards the provisioning of services. On the other hand, there is a dramatic increase in the flexibility with respect to the place where such services are actually physically provided.

This change has interesting implications and challenges for both companies and workers alike. Companies have to deal with a strong shift to digital goods and are therefore frequently in need of a workforce with dedicated information processing skills, which is often not readily available at their current location. This problem has traditionally been countered by subcontracting or outsourcing. However, many services arising in this new digital economy are very dynamic in nature, demanding an unprecedented agility from the workforce. Also, many of these services are quite basic and easy to provide in terms of education, but still require human intelligence in the form of judgements, common sense, or perceptions and are thus hard to automate. This may cover for instance extracting relevant information from company data (relevance judgements), provide feedback on the utility of digital services (common sense), or help fine-tune user interface designs or product designs (perceptions).

These observations contributed to the rise of the crowdsourcing paradigm. Although up to now no clear definition of crowdsourcing has commonly been accepted, it can be circumscribed as in [1]: “crowdsourcing isn’t a single strategy. It’s an umbrella term for a highly varied group of approaches that share one obvious attribute in common: they all depend on some contribution of the crowd”. For the scope of this paper, we see crowdsourcing as an organizational process in which workers are hired or contracted dynamically by a sponsor in a task-specific fashion, using Web technologies for coordination and collaboration between the task sponsor and the crowd workers. While early crowdsourcing projects have focused often on rather low-level and simple tasks, some industries like for example the software engineering community have shown that crowdsourcing-based services requiring specialized expert skills can also be established as a well-regarded alternative to traditional work models in both, academia and industry [2].

The acts of sponsoring crowdsourcing tasks and performing crowd work can in principle be flexibly offered from virtually anywhere in Europe given sufficient Internet access. Typical constraints like the local cost of labour or easy access to an educated workforce are therefore less important as business location factors. In this paper, we will provide an overview of different types of crowdsourcing, and highlight how crowdsourcing can empower European enterprises and research institutions in today’s knowledge society by enabling more agile and more efficient provisioning of products and services. We will discuss three central questions regarding crowdsourcing:

• Which tasks can be performed in a distributed digital manner with crowdsourcing? We will present a diverse set of crowdsourcing endeavours, and highlight advantages for both workers and task sponsors.
What challenges does crowdsourcing face from a process-oriented point of view? This will especially cover aspects like performance, quality, and reliability of crowdsourcing workflows.

What is the expected societal impact of crowdsourcing, and which dangers arise from its wide-spread large-scale deployment? We discuss the impact of developments on the workforce focusing not only on the advantages like flexibility in physical work locations and the independence of local work markets, but also on the dangers like the high risk of worker exploitation and evasion of workers’ rights.

II. CROWDSOURCING AS A SOCIAL CHANCE

While steadily improving, one of the problems that globalized markets like the European Economic Area are currently facing are still existing differences in location factors like infrastructure, costs of living, education, salary level, or workforce availability. Also unemployment rates in different European countries are to some degree influenced by these location factors, and may differ quite drastically across regions: whereas rates in France, Germany and the UK tend to have moved between 5–10% during the last 15 years, countries like Greece or Spain have experienced a dramatic increase, peaking between 25–30% (see figure 1). The problem of finding adequate workplaces today locally contributes to urbanization and rural depopulation. Moreover, movements of the workforce are already taking place and an increase of mobility has to be expected in future (cf. figure 2).

But given the ubiquity of the Internet and the ever increasing demand for work related to digital goods or services, the chance of a somewhat fairer employment market that is independent of locations may become feasible through digital communication and virtual workspaces [2–4].

In a nutshell, this type of new work can be classified into two categories: a) simple microtasks and b) more complex macrotasks. For the microtasks, a key insight is what is often referred to as the ‘wisdom of the crowd’: instead of having sophisticated and complex tasks solved by experts with low-availability and high-cost, to some degree those tasks can also be solved by an intelligent decomposition into smaller low-cost work packages that are distributed to highly-available non-experts (the ‘crowd’), which is then followed by a suitable subsequent aggregation. The results of this process often even surpass individual experts solution in

Figure 1: Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates for Greece, Spain, France, the United Kingdom, and Germany [Eurostat, 2015]

Figure 2: Distribution of Employment rate of persons aged 15-64 years in Europe [Eurostat, 2013]
terms of quality [5]. The idea of tapping into the wisdom of the crowd by electronic distribution of small, easy to solve, and low-cost digital work packages was originally referred to as human computation, but later as crowdsourcing [5]. Distributing such work packages over the Internet gave rise to several crowdsourcing markets (see e.g. [6]) like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, CrowdFlower, or ClickWorker. These platforms use monetary payment as incentives for workers. Microtask crowdsourcing is especially successful when supported by sophisticated computer-based data aggregation strategies, and impressive successes have been achieved in different domains like data cleaning [7], data labelling [8, 9], text translation [10], or even specialized tasks like linking drug effects to clinical problems [11] or medical image processing [12].

Microtask crowdsourcing is not necessarily a replacement for traditional work models as payment is often very low due to the inherent simplicity of given tasks. Therefore, from a worker’s perspective, this type of crowdsourcing is mainly interesting in settings where there is some motivation for doing the work beyond monetary gains (e.g., serious gaming, work piggy back, or altruistic tasks as for instance found in NGOs or citizen science projects). However, this type of low skill crowdsourcing may be perfectly useful by providing an additional income or as an alternative work model in low- and middle-income countries. Of course, this trend towards low payment rates can sometimes lead to worker exploitation when performed without ethical considerations. However, this is not an inherent flaw of the paradigm itself, but can be attributed to the current business practices which is bound to adapt when crowdsourcing gains more traction and widespread adoption, which will likely result in more regulations and better self-governance.

Indeed, some platforms already recognized the social dimension and chances of this basic business model, and deliberately try to bring employment to low- and middle-income countries in the sense of development aid (so-called impact sourcing). For example, the impact sourcing company SamaSource claims as mission statement: “SamaSource is an innovative social business that connects women and youth living in poverty to dignified work via the Internet.” (cf. www.samasource.org). First implemented by the social enterprise Digital Divide Data (DDD, www.digitalvideodata.com) back in 2001, the new impact sourcing industry aims at hiring people at the bottom of the income pyramid to perform small, yet useful cognitive/intelligent tasks via digital interfaces, which ultimately promises to boost the general economic development [13].

Despite the many success stories of microtask crowdsourcing, many problems cannot easily be broken down into small and simple work packages, even when supported by sophisticated workflows and computer-based tools. Such tasks require either specialized experts or professional knowledge, an unusual amount of creativity or dedication, or simply require more time. Traditionally, if a company could not cope with such more complex tasks using their own workforce, the complete task is often outsourced or off-shored. However, this alternative is often suboptimal, lacking the required agility demanded by modern business processes. In this regard, Tom White, principal program manager of Microsoft Bing once stated in an interview with CIO Magazine [14] with respect to their high demand for user relevance feedback and feature testing: “The offshore approach doesn't scale as effectively as the crowdsourcing approach. We can access thousands of people in markets it may be difficult for offshore providers to reach.” Consequently, Bing has moved most of their system testing and tuning from outsourcing work providers to more agile crowdsourcing.

This shows that from a business perspective, the benefits of crowd-based techniques can be tremendous also on the macrotask level. As the field of crowd-based value creation is still rather new, many companies try to reduce their risks by motivating volunteers instead of paying for workers, resulting in different versions enterprise-driven volunteer crowdsourcing like consumer co-creation [15], user innovation [16], collaborative innovation [17], or user generated content [18]. It is also still unclear how to define and categorize these approaches as the transition from one to the next is rather fluid. In any case, crowdsourcing did not yet mature enough to serve as a reliable alternative to traditional work models, at least not from a worker’s perspective as most systems still focus on taking advantage of workers and providing work for cheap (see e.g., section V). However, first seeds of such a development can already be observed and are discussed in the following.

III. CROWDSOURCING MICROTASKS

Microtasks, often called HITs (human intelligence tasks), are small work packages that only take few seconds or minutes to complete, and which are distributed via a crowdsourcing platform (e.g., a crowdsourcing marketplace or a crowdsourcing game) to a large worker pool. Usually, several thousand or more HITs are required to solve an underlying crowdsourcing task (like training a machine learning model, or annotating a large text corpus). There are different strategies as to how workers can be motivated to contribute their time – as will be discussed later in this chapter –, ranging from simple monetary payment (e.g., crowdsourcing marketplaces like Amazon Mechanical Turk) to intrinsic motivations like enjoyment in case of serious games, or reputation gains for community platforms. However, the central element of each incentive mechanism is that workers feel like they get some value in return for their work.

A. Challenges of Microtask Crowdsourcing

According to [19], there are multiple challenges faced by microtask crowdsourcing. The first and foremost problem is that the quality of workers available to crowdsourcing platforms is hard to control, thus making elaborative quality management necessary [20]. This often requires executing each HIT multiple times
In order to reach a consensus, to cross-check results, or to allow for majority voting, thus increasing the costs and execution times of each crowdsourcing task.

In the end, poor task result quality can mainly be attributed to two effects: (a) insufficient worker qualification (i.e., workers lack the required competencies to solve the presented task) or (b) worker maliciousness (i.e., workers do not honestly perform the issued task or even actively sabotage it). Especially, maliciousness is a severe challenge to crowd sourcing: each incentive mechanism provides some rewards to workers (payment, game points, reputation, etc.), and therefore there will always be some part of the general worker population trying to improve their gains by cheating. Detecting malicious workers and dampening their effect on the system of is a central challenge of crowd quality control.

One of the most effective quality control mechanisms are so-called gold questions: Gold questions are tasks or questions where the correct answer is known up-front and provided by the task sponsor to the crowdsourcing system. For each unique worker, some of the gold questions are randomly mixed into the HITs, without informing workers upfront whether a question is gold or not. As soon as the system detects that the number of gold questions incorrectly answered by a single worker reaches a certain threshold, the worker is assumed to be malicious and will not receive any payment (and all his/her contributions are discarded). As a best practice, a 10% ratio of gold-to-tasks is generally recommended. Of course, workers must be rewarded for answering gold questions; therefore using gold slightly increases the costs. However, one can safely assume that paying a small reward for gold question quality control will pay-off by avoiding the increased number of questions required for compensating malicious users e.g., by means of majority votes.

Unfortunately, gold questions demand that their correct answers are undisputable, i.e. gold questions can only be used for factual tasks (like recognizing a number in an image). Especially for opinionated and subjective tasks (e.g., customer surveys), but also tasks where a clear answer is not known upfront and relies on a community consensus (e.g., rating a movie or applying perceptual labels like “scary” or “funny”), using gold questions is not possible. These problems are further elaborated in figure three: the difficulty to control quality increases with the required expertise and difficulty of the task, but the biggest influence factor is whether or not an undisputable correct result can be determined. The effects of these different quality control scenarios are shown in [19] for the task of classifying movies with genre labels: if the task has been framed in a factual matter (i.e. genre labels have to be looked up in a database, and gold questions are used for quality control), the task’s accuracy was reported as 94%. However, if the task had been provided without quality control in a consensual fashion (e.g., “Do you think this movie a comedy movie?”), result accuracy immediately dropped down to 59% due to workers actively exploiting the lack of quality control (this result does not show the full severity of the problem as, by chance, most movies are indeed comedies, for another task like “Is this movie a Kung Fu movie?”, the result will likely be significantly worse). This situation is particularly challenging for crowdsourcing markets where money is used as an incentive.

Also, performance challenges (with respect to time) are still a concern for crowdsourcing as tasks cannot scale arbitrarily; in [21], it has been shown that each job issued to a crowdsourcing platform can only utilize a relatively small human worker pool. While HITs can carry out semantically powerful operations, completing large HIT groups may take very long [22].

Another powerful technique for quality management is reputation management, i.e. a system where a worker reputation increases by successfully completing tasks. Higher reputation usually also means access to tasks with better payment. However, even virtual reputation rewards which do not provide any tangible benefit have been shown to positively affect user behavior and prevent maliciousness to a certain degree [23]. Unfortunately, reputation systems can also be exploited and circumvented [24], and suffer from a cold start problem [25]. We will discuss some practical issues with respect to reputation management systems in more detail in section IV.A.

Controlling crowd quality can be very difficult, and should not only focus on protecting a crowdsourcing task sponsor by preventing cheating, but should also consider treating workers fairly. This is especially important for impact sourcing, bringing digital work to

![Figure 3: Four general crowdsourcing scenarios for information extraction classified by restrictions to the potential user groups and level of the ambiguity of “correct” answers, difficulty and expected costs increase along with increasing quadrant number. [19]](image-url)
low-income countries [26]: simple quality control mechanisms like gold questions combined with reputation management can easily punish honest and hard-working users quite harshly when they lack the required skills or education. Therefore, instead of simply excluding such low-skill honest workers, adaptive quality management should be deployed which matches workers to tasks within their range of capabilities. To this end, the authors of [26] propose a fair, yet effect quality management system based on the item response theory from psychometrics [27] which assess a worker’s skill during task execution, and can reallocate them to easier tasks if they are indeed not malicious.

B. Serious Games

While crowdsourcing is often cheaper than using in-house employees or outsourcing, it can still incur high costs. Especially for scientific tasks, this can be a limiting factor. Therefore, there are several projects, instead of paying workers, use entertainment as an incentive. Here, HITs are presented as challenges in a (casual) game distributed via web platforms or mobile apps. In order to retain the user base and provide long term motivation, users can earn points or levels. Quite often these games have a competitive component (like ladder systems, or public high score boards), further motivating players. In order to perform well and finally win, players most solve large number of HITs with high quality. Still, not all problems are suitable for gamification. First of all, the tasks must be able to be turned into an engaging and fun game challenge, disqualifying many menial and boring tasks. Secondly, it helps the popularity of the game if people believe in the underlying vision. Therefore, especially science-based games have been especially successful in the past (“I cure Alzheimer by playing this game.”) An early example of gamified crowdsourcing is the Google ESP game [28] for labeling images. The bio-informatics community started several very successful crowdsourcing games [29] as this domain provides interesting and challenging problems which allow for building engaging puzzle games, and such games directly appeal to players altruistic nature by helping medical research by e.g., working towards curing diseases. One such example is Phylol [30], which optimizes results of an automated sequence alignment algorithm, an inherently difficult problem in genetics-based disease research, with the help of the players. Here, the core contribution was to represent alignment problem in an abstract and appealing fashion, resulting in puzzle game with some similarities to Tetris which became quickly popular with players. Other successful examples in this area are Foldit [31] which predicts protein structures when folding, EteRNA [32] creating a synthetic RNA database for virus research, Dizeez [33] creating gene annotations for diseases, and Eyewire [34] mapping neurons in the retina. However, these examples are already rather complex games, and should thus be classified as macrotask crowdsourcing.

C. Work Piggybacking

For some very large and particularly menial crowdsourcing tasks, altruism or entertainment may not be good incentives, while paying money per HIT would simply be too expensive overall. In such cases, crowdsourcing tasks can be “piggybacked” on top of other tasks for which there is a clear incentive. One prominent example of this is ReCAPTCHA [35], a system obtaining human input for failed algorithmic OCR due to blurred pictures or scans. This task, originally designed to help with the tremendous workload of digitalizing the Google Books collection and the archives of the New York Times, is computationally very hard to perform automatically. Therefore, it is used as a security measure on websites to detect if a current user is indeed a real human or an automated bot. Getting this feature for free is a powerful incentive for website administrators to include ReCAPTCHA in their sites, while for users, the incentive for solving the task is getting access to the website’s content.

In contrast, the webservice Duolingo [10] has a slightly different idea: Duolingo offers its user base free access to language learning resources, language courses, and language tests. During these tests and courses, users will translate a large number of texts for educational purposes. However, many of these texts are actually crowdsourced tasks sponsored by external companies which pay Duolingo for fast high quality translations. Duolingo primary focus in this scenario is to maintain worker motivation by making the work educational, and controlling the quality of the resulting translations.

In a similar fashion, another study [11] piggybacked on a medical expert community to build clinical ontologies: in order to use an electronic medication prescription system, physicians had to provide the links between a patient’s clinical problem and the chosen prescription. The problem-medication ontology resulting after processing and filtering this input was shown to have very high quality.

IV. CROWDSOURCING MACROTASKS

We classify macrotasks as crowdsourcing tasks which can take days, weeks, or even months to complete, and often also require expert-level knowledge. Usually, the volume of tasks and therefore also the number of required workers is considerably lower compared to microtasks (sometimes even just a single worker can be enough), but each individual HIT is significantly more expensive and complex. Therefore, quality and trust management is more important as compared to microtasks crowdsourcing.

A. Crowd Competitions

As costs for macrotasks can be rather high for the task sponsor, many platforms and companies opt for a competition-based model where multiple workers can submit their finished work, but only the best n workers
providing a satisfying solution actually receive pay- 
ment (it is quite common that only the top worker will 
receive payment, i.e. \( n = 1 \)). For the task sponsor, this 
model is comparably risk free. For workers, however, 
this model might mean that there is a high chance that 
they won’t receive payment, therefore they carry the 
risk of inefficient task-management like overbooking 
of a competition with too many workers. Therefore, this 
type of crowdsourcing is not a full-fledged alternative 
to traditional employment models for the majority of 
crowd as it can only sustain a small group of elite work-
ners reliably. However, from a task sponsor’s perspec-
tive, the beauty of competition-based approaches goes 
beyond just saving costs: it is possible to reach a diverse 
community of workers with very different back-
grounds, thus having the potential to create some sur-
prising out-of-the-box solutions. This form of 
crowdsourcing may very well be the oldest 
crowdsourcing paradigm, dating back at least to the 18th 
century. During the time of European explorers, one of 
the unsolved core problems in sea navigation was 
determining a ship’s longitude. In a desperate attempt to 
find a solution to this economically and politically im-
portant problem, most major sea faring powers would 
offer large sums of money to anybody who could solve 
the problem regardless their expertise or reputation. In 
1714, also the British Parliament offered a series of re-
wards under the rule of the Longitude Acts. This “com-
petition” continued for 114 years, paying numerous re-
wards to different individuals. Surprisingly, the most 
successful contributor was the carpenter and self-pro-
claimed watchmaker John Harrison, who finally in-
vented the marine chronometer solving the problem. 
This invention came as a complete surprise even to 
most experts of that time [36].

Many modern crowdsourcing challenges try (success-
fully) to replicate this achievement in different do-
 mains like for pushing scientific achievements (e.g., the 
X Prize challenges for aerospace engineering [37], or 
the Netflix challenge for algorithm development [38]), 
but also for developing new workflows or even market-
ing strategies (e.g., Coca-Cola crowdsourcing new ad-
vertisement strategies to their customers [39]).

Among these challenges are some which ask the 
crowd to develop new crowdsourcing strategies. The first high-profile challenge of that kind was the DARPA 
Network Challenge in 2009 (or also known as Red Bal-
on Challenge). The task for each participant was to 
find the location of 10 red weather balloons randomly 
“hidden” somewhere in plain sight in the United States. 
The underlying agenda by DARPA was to explore real-
time wide-area collaboration workflows, and the role of 
the Internet and social networking in this setting. The 
winning strategy [40] was a crowdsourcing scheme 
distributing the $40,000 prize money to a large team of 
workers, using multi-level marketing to recruit and 
maintain members. Basically, the prize pool was split 
with $2000 for each member finding a balloon, $1000 
for those who recruited somebody who found a balloon, 
$500 for the recruiter’s recruiter and so on. This strat-
egy allowed to recruit team members quickly (over 
5000 after few hours with starting with a seed team of 
four). Also, this scheme limits the competition and mal-
liciousness within the team as most people would get 
some payoff, even if they did not find a balloon them-
selves. Although DARPA deemed this task as very 
hard, planning to run the event for multiple days, the 
winning team found all balloons in less than 9 hours 
after the start of the competition. DARPA called this 
later a clear demonstration of the efficacy of crow-
sourcing [40]. Yet, despite being very successful, 
this competition also showed some severe problems of 
public crowdsourcing events: the core challenge faced 
by most teams was neither recruiting or retaining work-
ers, nor aggregating different inputs, but filtering out 
malicious inputs and stopping sabotage. Many individ-
uals actively destroyed results and provided wrong in-
formation (going as far as faking proof pictures of fake 
red balloons with fake DARPA employees), either to 
promote their own teams or simply for the fun of it.

This problem became even clearer in the follow-up 
event, the DARPA Shredder challenge in 2011, which 
simulated a complex intelligence task where several 
throughously shredded documents had to be recon-
structed by using either crowdsourcing, computer vi-
sion algorithms, or both. This extremely difficult chal-
lenge was won by a team using complex computer vi-
sion algorithms after 32 days. However, a most inter-
esting aspect was that also the winning strategy of the 
red balloon challenge was applied again by a team lead 
by University of California San Diego (UCSD). This 
approach initially went very well, solving the first three 
shredder puzzles out of five within four days, resulting 
in the UCSD team being the second fastest team out of 
roughly 5000 at that time. This is analysed in more de-
tail in [41], showing that actually a small number of 
workers from a larger team pool of 3600 quickly and 
efficiently solved major parts of the puzzle using a 
shared virtual workspace. Errors made by individual 
member were quickly corrected by others (86% of all 
errors corrected in less than 10 minutes, and 94% within 
an hour). However, two days after starting the fourth 
puzzle, the team came under attack. A small group of 
anonymous attackers infiltrating the worker pool sabo-
taged the central workspace, undoing progress and 
carefully seeding wrong results. While the attacks con-
tinued only for two days (and out of the five attacks in 
that time span two attacks had almost no effect at all), 
two attacks managed to completely shatter large parts 
of the team’s previous progress (the shredder challenge 
is a collaborative puzzle, so work can be undone by re-
shuffling pieces). These later attacks were indeed very 
effective: a single attack could destroy in 55 minutes 
what 342 highly active users had built in 38 hours (see 
[41] for details). Although the crowd immediately 
started to repair the damage, the last attacks were too 
severe requiring a database rollback of the virtual work-
space resulting in several hours of downtime. Moreo-

ever, these attacks had a long lasting impact on the motivation and effectiveness of the crowd, reducing worker effectiveness by one third and reducing the efficiency of recovering from errors by 90%. From this, [41] concluded that “the real impact of the attack was not to destroy the assembled pieces but to destroy the user base of the platform, and to disrupt the recruitment dynamics”. Their final verdict is “Openness is both the strength and the weakness of crowdsourcing. The power of crowdsourcing lies in allowing a large number of individuals to contribute freely by giving them unfettered access to the problem. However, because the power and the freedom given to the users are important, crowdsourcing stops working as soon as users start abusing this power. Such abuse can happen to any crowdsourcing project. However, large widely-publicized projects, which naturally attract more attention, or projects involving political or financial stakes, may easily find highly motivated opponents. A number of safeguards have to be placed in crowdsourcing systems. Monitoring is the first component, as prompt measures have to be taken in case of attacks. Monitoring and behaviour assessment are not trivial issues, and require the design of problem-specific measures for detecting attacks modes.”

These results are also confirmed by game theory as shown in [42]: it is actually quite rational for an uncontrolled and anonymous crowd in a competitive environment to be malicious by attacking the results of others. Even increasing the costs of attacks will not stop this behaviour, as it is more expensive than attacking yourself. While this draws a bleak outlook for competitive crowdsourcing systems, it has also been shown that thorough reputation management and full transparency (which especially means no anonymity for workers) can serve as a way for punishing malicious behaviour, lessening the impact of maliciousness and decrease the likelihood of attacks from within the crowd.

In this spirit, another noteworthy use case is the platform Topcoders.com, the world largest competitive crowd-based software development platform. Here, workers compete to develop software artefacts like design documents or algorithm implementations. These artefacts are sold by TopCoders for profit to sponsor firms, and money is awarded to users providing the best solution(s). At its core, TopCoders has an elaborate reputation management system, represented by various performance and reliability scores which are clearly visible to the whole community (based on their performance in previous projects). Software artefacts are created in brief competitions (usually with a duration of one week), and users can publicly commit to a competition up to a certain deadline (usually, a few days after a challenge was posted, but long before the challenge ends). This commitment is non-binding, i.e. users do not have to submit an artefact even after they enter a competition. After the competition ends, all produced artefacts are peer-reviewed by at least three reviewers (which are also recruited from the crowd). Usually, TopCoders is fully transparent to all users. However, review results are hidden until the review phase is complete in order to prevent abuse. The effectiveness of this design is examined in detail in [43]. Here, the authors found that the prize money in combination with the project requirements are a good predictor of the expected result quality. Especially, the authors could show that the reputation scores of users have a significant economic value, and users act strategically to turn their reputation into profit. One popular technique is for high-reputation users to commit in very early stages to multiple simultaneous contests, and using cheap talk to discourage others from also committing to that contest. As commitment to contests is non-binding, this strategy significantly improves the payoff equilibrium of strong contestants. The authors hypothesize that this seemingly unfair behaviour might have a positive effect on the overall system performance, thus recommending this design to other crowdsourcing platforms: based on game-theoretical observation in [44], a system with non-public reputation scores and without worker commitment lists would perform less efficiently. According to decision theory, in this scenario, workers will partition into several skill zones, randomly executing projects which are in their zone. This model would not allow for worker coordination, and in a system with a smaller worker pool, there would be a higher chance of contests not having any participants. This problem can actually be mitigated by “scaring off” workers using the aforementioned tactics into less popular contests by the public commitment of high-reputation workers.

In some studies, it has been shown that platforms like TopCoders can indeed produce high quality results even for complex scientific problems. For example in [45], the authors demonstrated that with a meagre investment of just $6000, crowd workers were able to develop in only two weeks algorithms for immune repertoire profiling, a challenging problem from computational biology. Here, 733 people submitted 122 candidate solutions. 30 of these solutions showed better results than the established standard software which is usually used for that problem (NCBI MegaBLAST). Interestingly, none of the contestants were experts in computational biology.

Besides TopCoders, there are many other platforms using similar crowdsourcing workflows for various applications like Kaggle for data analytics, or Innocentive for open innovation challenges.

B. Expert Marketplaces

Expert crowd marketplaces are non-competitive crowdsourcing platforms for macrotasks allowing sponsors to distribute tasks to highly-skilled workers. This shares some similarities with freelancing services, but usually also includes typical crowdsourcing features like reputation and quality management, and work contracts are usually more agile. Some expert marketplaces will also directly sell products created by the crowd instead of only focusing on services.

In some domains like graphic design, crowdsourcing already gained a high degree of maturity and there are
multiple competition based platforms (like designcrowd.com for any design-based service, or threadless.com for t-shirt designs), but also several expert service marketplaces (like 99designs.com for hiring designers for special tasks), and product-oriented marketplaces (like iStockphoto.com for stock photography, etsy.com for handy craft, and again threadless.com who also sell their t-shirts).

Especially, marketplaces which sell products are susceptible to an interesting crowd problem: workers in such marketplaces are in a state of “co-opetition” [46], i.e. they are collaborators and competitors at the same time. The authors of [47] claim that this situation will drive many workers to copy or imitate the work of others, thus cheating the system and breaking copyright law. This behavior could be shown on real platforms. However, established strategies for dealing with this problems (cease and desist, lawsuits) cannot easily be applied, and would even harm the community in general. Therefore, the authors propose a norm-bases intellectual property system which is enforced from within the community. They also claim that for many communities, naive norm-based systems emerge autonomously.

Another domain with mature crowdsourcing workflows is software engineering. Beside the aforementioned TopCoders platform focusing on competitions, there are also several non-competitive marketplaces for hiring software testers (e.g., uTest), web developers (e.g. upwork.com), and usability testing and market research (e.g., mob4hire.com). In contrast to the design domain, software development usually cannot be carried out by a single individual, but requires a large group of collaborating experts. The enabling factor for software crowdsourcing is thus the availability of sophisticated collaboration workflows which have been refined and matured for decades. This covers also collaboration tools, usually offered by cloud-based services [2], as for example crowd software development tools like CloudIDE, networking and collaboration tools like Confluence, and also more traditional source control tools like GIT or SVN. Also, nearly all professional software developers are familiar with these workflows and can thus transition easily into crowdsourcing. Especially the open source software development movement (OSS) provided the foundations for many tools and workflows also used in software crowdsourcing. While OSS and crowdsourcing might be closely related from a process point of view, they could not be farther apart from an ideology point of view: the focus of OSS is on software which can be freely used, changed, and shared (in modified or unmodified form) by anyone. This especially includes a crowd-style development process of many volunteers. At its core, open source is entirely altruistic, and the copyright of the created artifacts usually remains with the authors with open source licenses regulating free, fair, and shared use. In contrast, crowdsourcing is a purely commercial development process, and the copyrights including the right to decide on a usage license usually falls to the sponsor company.

V. LIMITATIONS, IMPACT, AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Crowdsourcing is maturing into a reliable and accepted paradigm for organizing and distributing work, and will likely raise in popularity. Some researchers warn that it will have a damaging effect if the popularity of crowdsourcing from the sponsor’s side raises faster than the worker population [48]: in this case, the growing number of crowdsourcing sites will decrease the respective worker pools, limiting the added value to the site owners and shortening the workers’ turnover rates. It is also claimed that only challenges linked to major brands and lucrative prizes, or linked to societal wellbeing can efficiently continue “one winner gets all” crowd competitions.

Despite impressive successes, the last few sections have also shown that current crowdsourcing systems still focus on getting high-quality work for cheap, therefore strongly favouring the sponsor over workers. With the exception of impact sourcing which focuses on developing and low-income countries, the requirements and struggles of the worker population are rarely considered. In order to reach a level of maturity that crowdsourcing can indeed serve as an alternative employment model in western countries, such issues as well as other work ethic issues need to be examined in more detail. When crowdsourcing is adopted large-scale, crowdsourcing platforms intrude into territory which in many countries is highly regulated and controlled (e.g., labour law, tax laws, liability laws, etc.)

Therefore, it is unclear if a large scale adoption of crowdsourcing will indeed provide a societal benefit. While the promises of flexible work and lessening the reliance on location factors are indeed intriguing, it is hard to see how other aspects of the socio-economic system will be affected. One apparent problem could be that work will be shifted to low-income countries (similar to the discussions related to off-shoring). While this is surely beneficial to those countries, it might harm local workers in Europe. Furthermore, it is quite possible the local value of professional work suffers due to fierce competition from both non-professionals and workers from external markets. Again, this is not a flaw of crowdsourcing per se, but the way it is used by many current sponsors. In [49] it is stated: “on the micro-level, crowdsourcing is ruining careers. On the macro-level, though, crowdsourcing is reconnecting workers with their work and taming the giants of big business by reviving the importance of the consumer in the design process.”

In certain areas like design, the effects of unfair handling of workers can already be observed [48]: while crowdsourcing allows businesses to obtain design services for low costs, many design professionals feel threatened, forming movements protesting against
crowdsourcing and discouraging talented people from joining the crowdsourcing markets. Here, an interesting event was the design contest for a new logo for the company blog of Moleskine, an Italian company producing organizers and notebooks targeted at creative professions. The regulations of that contest were that all copyrights of all submitted designs (paid or unpaid) would fall to the Moleskine company. While this was deemed legal under Italian law [50], the participants (which were mostly also Moleskine customers) felt mistreated, cheated, and in particular, felt not respected. Therefore, they started a large Web-based PR campaign against the company significantly damaging its reputation with their target audience [51]. This event shows that mistreating crowd workers can indeed backfire. But still, [52] claims: “While the for-profit companies may be 'acting badly', these new technologies of peer-to-peer economic activity are potentially powerful tools for building a social movement centered on genuine practices of sharing and cooperation in the production and consumption of goods and services. But achieving that potential will require democratizing the ownership and governance of the platforms.”

It is also unclear how large-scale crowdsourcing would interact with local employment laws and how it can cover issues like taxes, health care or social security. Most crowdsourcing platforms do not yet consider these issues or even actively choose to ignore them. However, we can dare to make several predictions resulting of such an attitude by observing current tensions with respect to “sharing economy” companies like UBER, Lyft, or airbnb. These companies share many legal problems and face work ethical issues as most crowdsourcing companies do, and actually frequently clash with national laws and labour unions. Some of these platforms even try to leverage their market power to actively undermine existing legal frameworks [53], sometimes even resulting in temporary bans in certain jurisdictions [54]. A 2015 report of the Center of American Progress [55] investigates the problem of “zero hour contracts” (i.e. work contracts not guaranteeing any work, and therefore providing no financial security for workers) used by many sharing economy companies, noting that “technology has allowed a sharing economy to develop in the United States; many of these jobs offer flexibility to workers, many of whom are working a second job and using it to build income or are parents looking for flexible work schedules. At the same time, when these jobs are the only source of income for workers and they provide no benefits, that leaves workers or the state to pay these costs.” Beyond issues concerning labour, also other legal problems like copyright ownership, security regulations, or patent in- ventorship need more discussion, see [56].

Thus, regulation of labor standards in crowdsourcing currently is a central challenge, with many open research questions especially for social sciences and economic sciences ([57] provides a thorough overview). Some researchers believe that such regulations do not only need to emerge from national policy making, but that also companies themselves are responsible for engaging in conscious and ethical self-regulation, and are required to develop proper code of conduits for themselves, their customers, and their workers [58]. With respect to local law and policy makers, the authors state: “Nevertheless, because the interests of digital, third-party platforms are not always perfectly aligned with the broader interests of society, some governmental involvement or oversight is likely to remain useful.” This is especially true for international companies operating on a world-wide scale.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Crowdsourcing has the realistic potential to change the way human beings establish relations, collaborate and share resources. Recently, innovative — although still non-mature — methods to provide solutions to complex problems by automatically coordinating the potential of machines and human beings working hand-in-hand have been proposed [1]. Several research challenges still separate crowdsourcing from being a common solution for real world problems. For instance, the reliability and quality delivered by workers in the crowd is crucial and depends on different aspects such as their skills, experience, commitment, etc.

Ethical issues, the optimization of costs, the capacity to deliver on time, or issues with respect to policies and law are just some other possible obstacles to be removed. Finally, trusting individuals in a social network and their capacity to carry out the different tasks assigned to them becomes essential in speeding up the adoption of this new technology in industrial environments. Europe definitely has to catch up: platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk do not allow sponsors from outside the USA, and there are no solutions at a European level that allow leveraging the potential of the crowd yet. Therefore, many platforms also do not always comply with European policies and legislation.

Considering the variety of problems and the extremely promising potential of crowdsourcing also in actively shaping future life-work models, from an academic perspective it is clear that there definitely will be increasing research efforts in European countries in the foreseeable future.

From an ICT perspective the grand challenge is to find out what tasks can be solved effectively, as well as cost-efficiently by crowdsourcing and how exactly this can be done.

But this tells only part of the story: the immanent social transformation of the European knowledge society by new models of work like crowdsourcing is bound to encourage also strong academic research in the social sciences, business and law.

Actually, there is a large area for scientists and practitioners to explore and an abundant number of important research questions, among others: Are there limits in complexity? What algorithms benefit most from human input? How to control result quality? How to avoid misuse? Moreover, besides technical questions
there are many legal, economical and ethical implications: Who is responsible for the result correctness? How can liability be defined? What defines the price for any given task? What is a fair price in the sense of incentives? How can crowdsourcing fit into different national jurisdictional frameworks? How can worker rights be protected? And how are worker rights upheld?
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